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Management and cause analysis of platelet transfusion refractoriness
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ABSTRACT
Platelet transfusion refractoriness (PTR) can be defined as the less increment of platelet count than expected
after platelets transfusion, which is a challenging and expensive problem often observed in platelet-transfusiondependent patients. Although PTR occurs most frequently due to non-immune causes, a significant minority is
still caused by immune factors. The most important factor in immune dependent PTR is alloimmunization against
Class I human leukocyte antigens (HLAs) or human platelet antigens (HPAs). The compatible platelets can be
provided to immune-mediated patients using platelet crossmatching, HLA matching, and antibody specificity testing.
These measures-aimed to eliminate donor-specific HLA antibodies will lead to the improved clinical management
of PTR patients, caused by severe alloimmunization.
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Platelets play an indispensable role in maintaining
hemostasis, so platelet transfusion is now commonly
used to boost the number of platelets in patients with
both qualitative and quantitative platelet defects.
Platelet transfusion refractoriness (PTR) represents a
decreased platelet count following transfusion, which
is significantly less than expected. This review will
address the definition of PTR, causes of PTR and
strategies for managing PTR patients.

DEFINITION OF PLATELET TRANSFUSION REFRACTORINESS
PTR can be simply defined as the lower increase
in platelet count than expected following platelets
transfusion. The more precise definition of PTR is
the 1-hour posttransfusion corrected count increment
(CCI) of less than 5 000 to 7 500/μL/m2/1011 after
two consecutive transfusions of ABO - compatible
platelets, at least one of which had been stored for
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no more than 48 hours[1-2]. The criteria proposed in
the 19th edition of the AABB Technical Manual is a
range rather than a numerical value, due to different
studies adopting different limits based on the characteristics of the patients studied.
The most commonly used indicators for assessing
the effectiveness of platelet transfusions are CCI and
post-transfusion platelet recovery (PPR) measurements, and absolute post-transfusion platelet count
increments (CI)- which is now accepted as more intuitive than CCI or PPR[3]. The calculation formulas
are shown [4]:
CI=posttransfusion platelet count- pretransfusion
platelet count;
CCI=
PPR=

CI(/μL)×body surface area(m2)
platelets transfused(1011)
CI(/mL)×patient blood volume(mL)
platelets transfused

The CCI formula considers both the number of platelets transfused and the body surface area of the patient.
Although most experts would agree with the precise
definition of PTR as described above, platelet transfu-
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sion can generally be diagnosed as effective if 1-hour
CCI ≥ 7 500 and 18- to 24-hour CCI ≥ 4 500. The
timing of post transfusion platelet count is crucial for
the interpretation of CCI, since the time can indicate
the reason for PTR[2]. A low 1-hour CCI after transfusion usually indicates that the PTR is caused by
antibody-mediated platelet destruction, severe splenic sequestration and/or massive bleeding[1]. It is also
possible that PTR is due to a combination of nonimmune factors. A reduced CCI at 18 to 24 hours
with a normal CCI at 1 hour suggests that other nonimmune clinical factors have led to increased platelet
consumption[2,5]. A 10-minute post-transfusion CCI
can be used to determine PTR following the criteria
of 1-hour CCI[2].
The PPR formula takes into account both the
number of platelets transfused and blood volume. It is
currently recommended that the following criteria is
used to insure successful platelet transfusion: 1-hour
post-transfusion PPR of more than 30% and 20-to 24hour post-transfusion PPR of more than 20%[6].

THE FACTORS LEADING TO PTR
About 20% to 70% of multi - transfused patients
with thrombocytopenia show a less - than - expected
increment in platelet count[1]. The platelet transfusion for hematological malignancies is particularly
likely to result in PTR [1]. There are many factors
that lead to PTR, which are divided into two broad
categories:immune factors and non - immune factors[7]. Although immune factors are often encountered as causes of refractoriness, non-immune causes
are more likely to affect a poor response to platelet
transfusion[1-2,8-9]. In addition, immune causes of refractoriness are often simultaneously present with
non-immune factors[10].
Non-immune causes
According to a report by Forest et al[2], about twothirds of platelet refractoriness have non- immune
causes, while another 20% are caused by a combination of immune and non- immune factors. These
non-immune causes include many factors, such as
platelet storage quality, sepsis, disseminated intravascular coagulation, and thrombotic thrombocytopenic purpura. The most commonly cited non-immune factors[1,2,11] leading to refractoriness are listed:
sepsis,infection,fever,massive bleeding,splenomegaly
(splenic sequestration),hypersplenism,disseminated
intravascular coagulation,medications (may include
immune mechanisms),intravenous amphotericin
b,poor storage of platelets,allogeneic transplantation

and treatment regimen (ie, total body irradiation or
chemotherapy),graft-versus-host disease, and thrombotic thrombocytopenic purpura.
Careful clinical observation and active treatment
of potential diseases are ways to relieve non-immune
factors for platelet refractoriness. In addition, platelet
product characteristics should be paid more attention
to, such as dose, the method of collection (apheresis
or pooled), donor-recipient ABO compatibility and
platelet storage period, which may also affect platelet
count increment after transfusion[12].
Although non - immune causes are more likely
to cause PTR, little can be done except for recommending the treatment of the disorder. Therefore, the
review focuses on immune-related causes of platelet
refractoriness.
Immune causes
Although Immune factors lead to a minority
(20%~25%) in PTR, immune factors are still a significant proportion and discussed more in the field
of blood transfusion[11,13]. Immune-mediated factors
include platelet alloantibodies [including anti- human leucocyte antigen (HLA) antibody, anti-human
platelet antigen (HPA) antibody, anti-ABO antibody,
anti-platelet glycoprotein antibody in patients with
congenital deficiency], platelet autoantibodies and
drug-dependent platelet antibodies[7].
Platelet alloantibodies
Platelets express many kinds of antigenic markers
on their surface. Some of these antigensare shared
with other cells, like ABO and Class IHLA, while
other antigens are essentially platelet-specific, such
as HPA [1]. The most important immune - mediated
factors include antibodies to ABO, Class I HLA
(mostly HLA-A and HLA-B), and HPA[14]. Antibodies to CD36 in CD36-deficient individuals exposed
to normal platelets also have been reported to cause
PTR[15,16].
Blood group A and B antigens are expressed on
platelets, and antigen levels are quite variable in different individuals, with 5% to 10% of non -groupO individuals expressing extremely strong A1 or B
antigen on their platelets [17-19]. Antibodies to ABH
antigens can adversely affect platelet transfusion
recovery and survival in ABO-incompatible platelet transfusion. It is worth noting that the donors
with the subgroup A2 red cell phenotype possess a
Bombay-like phenotype with lacking both A and H
antigens and do not express detectable A antigens
on their platelets [18,20]. As a result, Platelets from
group A2 may be a superior product as a selection of
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crossmatched or HLA-matched platelets for group O
patients, even those with high-titer anti-A.
The prevalence of HLA/HPA polymorphisms in
various populations showed significant differences.
Prior exposure to transfusion, pregnancy or transplantation can lead to alloimmunization to HLA and/
or HPA. Immune platelet refractoriness is mostly due
to HLA antibodies, rather than HPA antibodies [21- 22].
The predominant Class I HLA antigens expressed
on platelets are HLA-A and HLA-B locus antigens,
while HLA-C antigens appear to be only present on
minimal platelets[23]. However, antibodies to HLAC antigens can still be a cause of PTR[24-25]. Class
Ⅱ HLA is not expressed on the platelet membrane.
HLA alloimmune platelet refractoriness can lead to
serious consequences[26]. Pregnancy increases the risk
of HLA alloantibody formation, and the frequency of
HLA alloimmunization in women who have had at
least two pregnancies is often more than 20%[27]. For
patients with repeated blood transfusions, leukocyte
in blood productsis an important factor in the development of HLA alloimmunization. HLA antibodies
can be found in 25%~30% of transfused leukemic
patients and can be detected in as high as 80% of
aplastic anemia patients[28]. The use of leuko-reduced
blood products have been adopted in most hospitals
and blood centers, which reduce almost 50% HLA
alloimmunization[29].
HPAs are platelet specific alloantigens. Currently,
35 different HPAs have been identified on six different platelet membrane glycoproteins-GPIIb, GPIIIa,
GPIbα, GPIbβ, GPIa, and CD109[1,30]. The incidence
of platelet - specific antibodies varies from 2% to
11%, which cannot be affected by leukoreduction[2].
HPA antibodies can cause refractoriness to platelet
transfusion, but most of them are usually confounded
by concurrent HLA antibodies[2,31].
Platelet autoantibodies
In addition to causing immune thrombocytopenic
purpura, autoantibodies can also cause transfusion
refractoriness, such as PTR related to an autoantibody to platelet glycoprotein[7]. In this condition
autoantibodies are directed against platelet antigens
from both autologous platelets and transfused platelets, resulting in platelet destruction.
Drug-inducedplatelet antibodies
PTR can be caused by drug - induced platelet an
tibodies-a recognized complication of drug therapy.
Although there are more than 100 drugs reported
to be associated with causing this, drugs most frequently implicated include quinine, quinidine, sulfa
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drugs, vancomycin, GP Ⅱ b/ Ⅲ a antagonists, heparin, carbamazepine, eptifibatide, ibuprofen, oxaliplatin, rifampin, trimethoprim and vancomycin[1,32-33].
These drugs may produce both drug-dependent and
non-drug-dependent antibodies. Among them, drugdependent antibodies are able to recognize the conformational changes induced by the drug, which
interacts with platelet membrane glycoproteins[34-35].
These antibodies can cause a sudden and rapid onset of thrombocytopenia, which is usually resolved
within 3 to 4 days after drug withdrawal.
Briefly, a lack of response to platelet transfusion
can be caused by a combination of factors related to
the patient and to platelet concentrate. This makes it
often difficult to separate immune and non-immune
factors because patients receiving platelets often
have multiple patient-related factors[8,36].

STRATEGIES FOR MANAGING PTR
PATIENTS
General strategies
Potential non-immune factors should be paid close
attention. Any correctable clinical factors which
may cause platelet refractoriness should be treated.
The correct dose of platelets should be given to the
patient. ABO identical and freshest (at least one
transfusion of platelets within 48 hours) available
platelets should be used when possible. The patient's response to the platelets should be carefully
observed to see whether the platelet count is improved[2,28].
If the above steps have failed and a poor response to platelet transfusion is found, crossmatchcompatible or HLA - matched platelets (whichever
is available soonest) should be given. Any evidence
for immune related platelet refractoriness should be
assessed by detecting the presence of HLA or HPA
antibodies or both, which also may be of value inmaking future decisions in the PTR patient. If HLA
or HPA antibodies are identified, crossmatching,
HLA matching, and antibody specificity prediction
should be used for identifying compatible platelet
units[2,11,28]. Strategies for managing PTR patients are
listed in Figure 1.
Strategies for PTR caused by alloimmunization
Platelet cross matching
Platelet crossmatching (useful for HLA and/or
HPA antibodies) is performed by incubating donor
platelets with recipient plasma and testing for crossmatch compatibility[23]. Crossmatching supports the
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Clinical treatment

{

Close observation of evidence of PTR (CI/CCI)

{

PTR caused by alloimmunization

{

① Treat any correctable clinical factors which may cause PTR
② Give correct dose of platelets to the patient
③ Consider ABO matched and/or freshest ( ≤ 48 hours old) platelets
① If negative, support with random donor platelets
② If positive, analyze the causes
③ Non-immune factors
④ Immune factors
① Perform platelet crossmatching
② Perform HLA matching
② Perform class I HLA/HPA antibody testing

Figure 1 Strategies for managing PTR patients

rapid and effective selection of donor platelets compared with HLA matching[22]. This method is often
used because of its rapidity and feasibility, but the
shortcomings of this method are also worth noting.
Finding matched platelets in highly sensitized patients is often difficult using platelet cross matching,
which can cause a continued risk of alloimmunization if the HLA platelet is mismatched.
HLA matching
Most PTR is caused by immune factors in patients
immunized to HLA, since immunization to HPA is

much less frequent[28]. In highly sensitized patients,
the first option is to use HLA-matched platelets[2,37].
HLA matching is performed by HLA typing of the
patient and providing platelets collected from an
HLA matched donor, which includes different degree
based on a classification system described in Table
1. A higher degree of match (for example, grade A,
B1U, and B2U matches) leads to better count increments, and is therefore better at preventing future
alloimmunization[37-38]. However, this method is also
limited because of a requirement for a large donor
pool which is not easy to achieve[2].

Table 1 HLA-match grade classification
Grade

Degree of matching

A
B1U
B1X
B2U
B2UX

All 4 donor HLA loci are identical to the recipient
Only 3 antigens are detected in donor and all 3 detected antigens are identical to the recipient
2 HLA antigens are identical to the recipient and 1 HLA antigen is incompatibility
Only 2 antigens are detected in the donor and both detected antigens are identical to the recipient

B2X
C
D
R

2 antigens are identical to the recipient and 2 antigens are incompatibility
3 antigens identical to recipient and one non cross-reactive antigen of donor is not present in the recipient
2 antigens of the donor are not present in the recipient and show non cross-reactive mismatches
Random donor

Only 3 HLA antigens are detected in the donor, among them, 2 antigens are identical withthe recipient and 1 antigen is incompatibility

HLA/HPA antibody testing
Class I HLA/HPA antibody testing could provide
another option in selecting HLA/HPA antigen-restricted platelets, that avoid the HLA/HPA antibodies[11,37]. This method provides platelets without specific HLAs/HPAs to the detected antibodies, which
has the advantage of creating a larger donor pool and
increased feasibility, since only the patient's HLA/
HPA antibodies need to be known rather than the
HLA typing. This approach expands the range of
finding compatible platelets, but also has potential
risk of alloimmunization against mismatched donor
HLAs. Another inconvenience is that donor HLA/
HPA should be typed. HLA and/or HPA antibodies

can be detected by using various techniques including flow cytometry (FCM), Luminex, modified antigen capture ELISA (MACE), monoclonal antibody
specific immobilization of platelet antigens assay
(MAIPA), simplified sensitized e-rythrocyte platelet
serology assay (SEPSA), and solid phase red cell
adherence assay (SPRCA) [28, 39-41].
Strategies for PTR caused by severe alloimmunization
PTR is a complex complication in platelet-transfusion-dependent patients, especially in the patients
with severe HLA alloimmunization which makes it
extremely difficult to find compatible platelets[42-43].
Notably, most HLA antibodies can be found against
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public epitopes, which are shared by two or more
antigens[37,44]. This is why the patients with HLA antibodies cross-react with numerous HLA alleles.
PTR caused by severe alloimmunization remains
a therapeutic challenge in the management of patients
who are dependent on platelet transfusion[45]. Although
HLA-matched platelets are a priority choice for most
HLA alloimmunized patients, 20%~50% of patients may remain refractoriness-even with matched
platelets[42]. For these patients with PTR caused by
severe alloimmunization, the platelet transfusion
management method needs to be changed. That is,
instead of ensuring matching platelets, the elimination of donor-specific HLA antibodies should be
sought.
Alternative management strategies have been reported to overcome the complication. Recent studies
[2,42,46]
have outlined treatments for PTR patients who
are highly sensitized to HLA antigens, such as intravenous immunoglobulins (IVIG), plasma exchange
(PE), protein A column therapy, rituximab, or IgG endopeptidase (IdeS). These alternative strategies have
been reported mainly in case reports, and may produce
different effects in different individuals. They may yet
lead the future of PTR treatment, however for now
more unambiguous recommendation and wider experimental evidence are required.
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